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In the cell cycle of the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, expression of the histone genes H2A and H2B
of the TRTI and TRT2 loci is regulated by the performance of "start," the step that also regulates the cell cycle.
Here we show that histone production is also subject to an additional form of regulation that is unrelated to the
mitotic cell cycle. Expression of histone genes, as assessed by Northern (RNA) analysis, was shown to increase
promptly after the stimulation, brought about by fresh medium, that activates stationary-phase cells to reenter
the mitotic cell cycle. The use of a yeast mutant that is conditionally blocked in the resumption of proliferation
at a step that is not part of the mitotic cell cycle (M. A. Drebot, G. C. Johnston, and R. A. Singer, Proc. Natl.
Acad. Sci. 84:7948, 1987) showed that this increased gene expression that occurs upon stimulation of
stationary-phase cells took place in the absence of DNA synthesis and without the performance of start. This
stimulation-specific gene expression was blocked by the mating pheromone a-factor, indicating that a-factor
directly inhibits expression of these histone genes, independently of start.

by the stimulation response of stationary-phase cells as well
as by activities within the mitotic cell cycle. Moreover, the
expression of the histone genes upon stimulation is inhibited
by mating factor independently of start, suggesting a direct
effect of mating factor on expression of these genes.

Cells of the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae
proliferate in media that meet nutritional requirements.
When the growth medium becomes depleted, cells then
undergo a regulated cessation of cell proliferation that leads
to a population of nonproliferating cells in the stationary
phase (35, 43). Stationary-phase yeast cells express a distinct
constellation of properties (35, 43), and upon restoration of a
satisfactory nutrient environment, these stationary-phase
properties are lost as cells resume proliferation (4, 43). The
resumption of proliferation upon nutrient replenishment has
been shown to constitute more than a simple restoration of
biosynthetic activity and reactivation of the mitotic cell
cycle; requirements unique to the resumption of proliferation from the stationary phase have been revealed by mutation (3, 4).
The work presented here describes the expression of
histone genes upon the stimulation of stationary-phase yeast
cells to resume proliferation. In yeast cells, the histone
proteins H2A and H2B are encoded by two genetically
unlinked gene sets (11, 13). During the mitotic cell cycle, the
expression of these histone genes occurs periodically, with
significant accumulation of histone mRNA after performance of the cell cycle regulatory step termed "start" (9)
and with maximum levels achieved in the S phase (13). Cells
treated with yeast mating pheromone to block performance
of start do not contain significant levels of H2A and H2B
mRNA (13).
Here we show by analysis of transcript levels in both
wild-type and mutant cells (3, 4) that the yeast histone genes
are induced when stationary-phase cells are stimulated to
resume proliferation and that this induction takes place
before cells synthesize DNA or perform start to reenter the
mitotic cell cycle. Thus, these genes respond to regulation

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Strains and plasmids. The wild-type strain S. cerevisiae
GR2 (MATa ural his6) has been described previously (17).
Strain MD-G3G02 (MATa gcsl-J sedl-J ade6 ural his6) is a
yeast mutant that is conditionally defective only for resumption of proliferation from the stationary phase (3, 4). Plasmids YIp5-TRT1 (32) and YIp5-TRT2 (28) were supplied by
M. A. Osley. Plasmid YIp5-TRT1 contains the yeast TRTJ
locus, comprising the HTAI histone H2A gene, the HTBI
histone H2B gene, and the neighboring protein 1 (adenylate
kinase) (19, 29) gene. Plasmid YIp5-TRT2 contains the TRT2
locus, comprising the HTA2 histone H2A gene, the HTB2
histone H2B gene, and the protein 2 gene. To minimize
cross-hybridization between transcripts from the TRTJ and
TR72 loci, the AccI-HindIII fragment of the TRT2 locus was
used to detect the H2B transcript, as recommended by M. A.
Osley (personal communication). The PstI-SmaI fragment
from plasmid YIp5 was used to detect the transcript from the
URA3 gene. The entire plasmid YIp5-TRT1 was used to
detect protein 1 and histone transcripts from the TRT1 locus.
The 2.4-kb Sstl fragment and 1.4-kb SstJ-BamH1 fragment
from plasmid YIp5-TRT1 were used to detect the protein
1/HTAI and HTBI transcripts, respectively. Plasmids were
maintained in cells of Escherichia coli RR1 (18) grown in YT
medium (25) and were prepared by the method of Messing
(24).
Culture conditions and determination of cellular parameters. Yeast cells were grown in YM1 liquid medium (7) at
29°C or at 14WC, the nonpermissive temperature for strain
MD-G3G02, in gyratory shaking water baths (New Brunswick Scientific Co.); for 14WC cultures, the water bath was
maintained in a cold room. Cells were maintained in stationary phase for 24 h before stimulation, which was routinely
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RESULTS
Stimulation of stationary-phase cells to resume proliferation
causes prompt induction of histone gene expression. Stationary-phase cells were stimulated to increase biosynthetic
activity, reactivate the mitotic cell cycle, and resume proliferation by transfer to fresh nutrient medium. The kinetics of
these changes were determined in the experiments reported
here by measuring cell protein and RNA and DNA contents
and by monitoring cell morphology as an additional marker
of cell cycle activity. Protein and RNA levels, on a per cell
basis, increased from stationary-phase values (Fig. 1) and
became characteristic of those of proliferating cells after 5 h
of incubation (at 29°C) in fresh medium, by which time cell
proliferation had commenced and cell concentration had
increased fourfold. The lag phase was brief in these experiments because cells were maintained in stationary phase for
only 24 h before stimulation; maintenance of cells in stationary phase for longer times leads to proportionately longer lag
phases (14; unpublished results).
Northern analysis gave another indication of biosynthetic
activity upon stimulation. A particularly instructive DNA
probe for this analysis was plasmid YIp5-TRT1 (32). This
plasmid harbors genes that are regulated in different ways by
the cell cycle. The TRTJ locus contained within the plasmid
insert constitutes one of the two pairs of genes encoding the
yeast histone proteins H2A and H2B (11). Expression of
these histone genes has been shown to occur periodically in
the cell cycle in a start-dependent manner (13). Located
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FIG. 1. Kinetics of biosynthetic activation after stimulation of
stationary-phase cells. To assess RNA (0) and protein (0) content,
cells were grown at 29°C for many generations to stationary phase in
medium containing [3H]uracil and ["4C]histidine. Stationary-phase
cells were then inoculated into fresh medium of the same composition and specific activity and incubated at either 29°C (A and C) or
14°C (B and D), and samples were removed for determinations of
cell morphology and macromolecular content. All determinations
were normalized to zero-time values. A and B, Wild-type cells; C
and D, reentry-mutant cells.

adjacent to the cloned TRTJ locus on the same DNA insert
is the protein 1 (adenylate kinase) (19, 29) gene that, unlike
the neighboring histone genes, shows constant expression
throughout the cell cycle (13). Our initial intention was to use
this probe to indicate both increased biosynthetic activity,
evidenced by protein 1 transcript levels, and cell cycle
activity, evidenced by histone transcript levels.
As expected, the stimulation of stationary-phase cells led
to the accumulation of mRNA for protein 1 (Fig. 2). Surprisingly, there was also conspicuous accumulation of mRNA
for histones encoded by the TRTI locus that paralleled the
accumulation of protein 1 mRNA (Fig. 2). Unexpectedly,
this increase in histone mRNA content preceded indications
of initiation of the mitotic cell cycle such as an increase in
the proportion of budded cells (Fig. 2). These results introduced the possibility that some histone gene expression in
stimulated cells is a direct response to stimulation conditions
rather than a consequence of the start event of the mitotic
cell cycle.
Histone gene expression occurs without initiation of the
mitotic cell cycle. To rule out any involvement of the mitotic
cell cycle in the apparent stimulation-dependent expression
of the histone genes, levels of mRNA were quantified for a
mutant strain that is conditionally defective only for resumption of proliferation from the stationary phase (3, 4). These
mutant cells are unaffected in performance of the mitotic cell
cycle at all temperatures and resume proliferation normally
at 29°C (3, 4) but when stimulated from stationary phase at
14°C are conditionally defective (cold sensitive) for both bud
formation and DNA synthesis (Fig. 3). Each of these cell
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accomplished by a >100-fold dilution of stationary-phase
cultures with fresh YM1 medium. Procedures for the determination of cell concentration and cell morphology have
been described (8). The performance of start was assessed
by a-factor sensitivity on solid medium (2).
Macromolecular accumulation. DNA was quantified by a
modified diphenylamine procedure (38). For RNA and protein, cells were grown for many generations to stationary
phase in medium containing [3H]uracil (1.0 ,uCi/ml) and
[14C]histidine (0.1 p.Ci/ml) to label stable RNA and protein
and then stimulated in medium of the same specific activity.
Acid-precipitable radioactivity in 1-ml samples was determined as described previously (17).
RNA procedures. Equal amounts of total RNA, extracted
as described by Penn et al. (34) and quantified spectrophotometrically, were resolved by formaldehyde-agarose gel
electrophoresis and transferred to GeneScreen hybridization
membrane as described by Maniatis et al. (22) and by the
manufacturer (New England Nuclear Corp.). After transfer,
blots were hybridized with plasmid DNA radiolabeled by use
of a nick-translation kit (Bethesda Research Laboratories).
Northern blots (RNA blots) were subjected to stringent
washes (0.1x SSC [lx SSC is 0.15 M NaCl plus 0.015 M
sodium citrate]-1% sodium dodecyl sulfate, 65°C; M. A.
Osley, personal communication) and exposed to Kodak
XAR-5 X-ray film.
Quantification of hybridization. The intensities of bands in
developed autoradiograms were quantified by using a video
densitometer (Bio-Rad model 620) and expressed relative to
the abundance of transcript in stationary-phase wild-type
cells. Densitometry of different exposures of the same hybridized blots (data not shown) indicated that film saturation
was not achieved and that high levels of signal were accurately estimated. It was evident that changes in low levels of
signal were underestimated; however, this nonlinearity at
low intensities does not affect the analysis described below.
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FIG. 2. mRNA levels for histone and protein 1 after stimulation
of stationary-phase cells. Stationary-phase wild-type (A and B) and
reentry-mutant (C and D) cells were inoculated into fresh medium
and incubated at 29°C (A and C) or at 14°C (B and D). Equal
amounts of total RNA extracted from cells at the indicated times
were resolved by electrophoresis, transferred to a membrane support, and hybridized with radiolabeled YIp5-TRT1 plasmid DNA.
Autoradiograms of hybridized RNA (insets) were quantitated by
densitometry; levels of histone mRNA (0) and protein 1 mRNA (*)
were normalized to the respective values for wild-type stationaryphase cells. Cell morphologies (0) were determined for parallel
samples.

cycle events is dependent on the regulatory step start (9),
showing that in these mutant cells start is not performed. In
fact, order-of-function analysis (12) demonstrated that these
mutant cells become blocked in a requirement that must be
satisfied before the performance of start and the resumption
of proliferation. Despite the inability of these "reentrymutant" cells to resume proliferation, mutant cells mount a
normal physiological response to stimulation conditions, as
indicated by the loss of stationary-phase properties at the
nonpermissive temperature of 14°C (4).
Stimulation at 14°C caused both reentry-mutant and wildtype cells to accumulate protein and RNA (Fig. 1B and D)
but with understandably slower kinetics than those seen at
29°C (compare the time scales in Fig. 1). Both mutant and
wild-type cells also accumulated mRNA for protein 1 and for
histones detected by the TRTJ and TRT2 probes (Fig. 2B and
D and see Fig. 5; data not shown). However, the population
of mutant cells remained uniformly blocked without activation of the mitotic cell cycle, as evidenced by the absence of
DNA synthesis or budding after transfer to fresh medium
(Fig. 3); even after extended incubation times of greater than
100 h, the population of reentry-mutant cells remained
arrested (data not shown). In agreement with these findings,
previous work (4) has demonstrated that stimulated reentrymutant cells do not perform start at this nonpermissive
temperature. Thus, the stimulated reentry-mutant cells in-

FIG. 3. DNA accumulation after stimulation of stationary-phase
cells. Stationary-phase wild-type and reentry-mutant cells were
stimulated by addition to fresh 14°C medium and incubation at the
restrictive temperature of 14°C. Samples were removed at intervals
for determinations of DNA content (A) and cell morphology (B).
Values for DNA content were normalized to the value for each
initial stationary-phase population. Symbols: 0, wild-type cells; 0,
reentry-mutant cells.

duced expression of histone genes under conditions that
preclude initiation of the mitotic cell cycle but allow response to stimulation conditions.
Additional confirmation that this histone gene expression
occurs before the performance of start was obtained by
assessing the timing of histone gene expression and the
performance of start that was measured in wild-type cells
stimulated to resume proliferation from stationary phase in
the absence of any blocking conditions. The performance of
start was determined for individual stimulated cells by
microscopic inspection, by utilizing the morphological criterion of bud formation and the functional criterion of sensitivity to the yeast mating pheromone at-factor. This oligopeptide blocks the performance of start (9) and therefore inhibits
bud formation (9, 36) but is without effect on bud formation
for a cell that has already performed start. Sensitivity to
a-factor was determined by the examination of individual
cells after transfer to solid nutrient medium containing this
yeast mating pheromone.
At 6 h after stimulation of wild-type cells at 14°C, a
threefold increase in the relative abundance of histone
mRNA had occurred when only 3% of the cells had performed start (Fig. 4). Most of this increase in mRNA must be
due to cells that had not yet performed start. (For the 3% of
the population that had reentered the mitotic cell cycle to be
responsible for this net effect on mRNA accumulation, each
of those poststart cells would have to experience a 60-fold
relative increase in abundance of histone mRNA, a much
greater accumulation than was seen for the entire population
[Fig. 2].) Even by 8 h after stimulation, only 10% of the cells
had performed start, but the relative abundance of histone
mRNA had increased by greater than fivefold. Even in
wild-type cells stimulated to resume proliferation from stationary phase, histone gene expression apparently begins to
increase well before cells perform start to reenter the mitotic
cell cycle.
To determine if both histone genes, HTAJ and HTBI,
detected with the TRTJ probe were affected by stimulation
of stationary-phase cells, we measured transcript abundance
by using specific probes (see Materials and Methods). Upon
addition of fresh medium, transcript abundance of both
HTAI and HTBI within the TRTJ locus increased (data not
shown). Thus, both histone genes within the TRTJ locus
respond to stimulation conditions.
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FIG. 4. Kinetics of histone transcription, start, and budding after
stimulation of wild-type stationary-phase cells at 14°C. Transcripts
(A [inset]) were quantified as in Fig. 2, and start was assessed by
sensitivity to a-factor as described in the text. Symbols: (A) 0,
histone mRNA; *, protein 1 mRNA; (B) 0, percent budded cells;
0, percent cells that had performed start.

a-Factor inhibits histone gene expression. For cells in the
mitotic cell cycle, the inhibition of start also inhibits histone
gene expression (13, 44). This inhibition may simply reflect
the effects of blocking initiation of the next round of DNA
replication. Alternatively, conditions that inhibit start could
also exert parallel inhibition of histone expression independently of the effects on start. The situation in stimulated
cells, in which histone expression is not dependent on start,
offers an opportunity to assay any direct effects of startblocking conditions on histone gene expression. Therefore,
an experiment was carried out to determine the effects of
inhibiting start on histone gene expression after stimulation.
For these particular experiments, the reentry mutant used
above was inappropriate because the defect in a reentrymutant cell affects the performance of start only indirectly.
This fact was shown by an order-of-function analysis (12)
indicating that, upon stimulation of stationary-phase cells at
140C, reentry-mutant cells actually become blocked at a
point in the resumption of proliferation before cells are
competent to perform start (4). Presumably, start itself is
unimpaired in these reentry-mutant cells.
The stimulation of stationary-phase wild-type cells was
therefore undertaken in the presence of a-factor. This mating pheromone blocks the performance of start itself (9),
with little effect on global biosynthetic activity (40; unpub-

FIG. 5. Inhibition by a-factor of histone mRNA induction upon
stimulation of stationary-phase cells. Stationary-phase or proliferat.
ing wild-type cells were inoculated into fresh medium and incubated
at 14°C. The low temperature of 14°C was chosen to allow a
comparison with mutant cells defective for reentry into the mitotic
cell cycle, but the same effects of a-factor on gene expression were
observed at 29°C (data not shown). To portions of the stimulated
stationary-phase population was added sufficient a-factor to prevent
completion of start, either at zero time or at 5 h after stimulation
with fresh medium, a time when cells were still unbudded. RNA was
extracted from all stimulated cells after 8 h in fresh medium and
subjected to Northern analysis. Northern blots were probed consecutively, as in Fig. 2, with the indicated histone genes, the protein 1
gene, or the URA3 gene. The autoradiographs are displayed with the
direction of electrophoresis from left to right.

lished data). When a-factor was added to stationary-phase
wild-type cells at the time of transfer to fresh medium, the
stimulation-dependent induction of histone mRNA was prevented (Fig. 5). In contrast, transcripts from several other
genes, including the URA3 gene and the protein 1 gene
within the TRTJ locus, were unaffected since these transcripts persisted even in the presence of a-factor (Fig. 5).
Delayed addition of a-factor to stimulated cells prevented
further accumulation of histone mRNA without any effect on
other mRNA species (Fig. 5). These findings suggest that
a-factor inhibits expression of the histone genes in a way
that is independent of the performance of start.
DISCUSSION

Stationary-phase yeast cells undergo many physiological
changes when stimulated to resume proliferation, including a
general increase in biosynthetic activity (45). The work
presented here shows that this stimulation response includes
partial induction of the histone genes that are detected by the
TRTJ and TRT2 loci. Histone genes are expressed periodically in the mitotic cell cycle (10) and are blocked in
expression by inhibition of the cell cycle regulatory step start
(11, 13, 44), indicating a level of histone gene regulation that
is responsive to the cell cycle. Here we have identified an
additional level of regulation: histone genes are expressed
independently of the mitotic cell cycle but in response to
stimulation conditions, Thus these start-responsive genes
are also regulated in a way that is unrelated to the mitotic cell
cycle.
The regulation of histone gene expression upon stimulation was most clearly observed under a unique set of
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(Fig. 5) is the absence of direct start inhibition such as that
imposed by a-factor. In stimulated wild-type cells that are
prevented from resuming proliferation by the presence of
a-factor, histone gene expression becomes differentially
inhibited (Fig. 5). Therefore, to inhibit histone gene expression, the presence of a-factor must override the inducing
effects of stimulation.
The interaction of a-factor with a specific cell surface
receptor (1) modulates an intracellular signal through the
actions of a G-protein complex (16, 26) and a protein kinase
(39). This intracellular signal in stimulated cells may inhibit
histone gene expression directly, perhaps through the effects
on the HIR regulatory system (33) discussed above. Indeed,
the expression of many genes has been shown to be affected
by mating factors. Treatment of cells with a-factor affects
the expression of several as-yet-unidentified transcripts (37),
while the transcripts of particular genes such as STE2 (6, 27),
STE3 (5), GPAJ (SCGI) (16), BAR] (20), FUSI (23, 41),
CHSJ (30), and the repeated element sigma (42) are all
induced by the actions of mating factors.
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The induction of the histone genes that occurs upon
stimulation of stationary-phase cells is a consequence of two
related circumstances. The first of these is, of course, the
increased biosynthetic activity that results from the stimulation of stationary-phase cells. The second circumstance
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